
fensor-Santiago, a member of the President’s party, and the
incoming Senate Foreign Relations Committee Chairwoman,
warned the Arroyo Administration to expect “punishment”
from Washington for the pull-out from Iraq, and suggested
that “we should prepare and begin scouting for other big pow-
ers, other highly influential foreign governments that can helpPhilippines inCrisis
boost our trade relations outside the country. . . . We should
be wary of the kind of punishment we are about to receive.”Turns toChina

One of several dramatic results of the China visit is that
the Philippines will now join other nations of Southeast AsiabyMike Billington
as recipients of China’s ambitious and generous infrastructure
development policy. China has extended a nearly $400 mil-

Philippines President Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo, just weeks lion development loan for the first phase of the rebuilding of
the main railway line in the Philippines, the North Luzonafter her dramatic decision to withdraw the small Filipino

military contingent from Iraq, and the hostile retaliation to Railway, connecting the capital city, Manila, with northern
Luzon Island. This crucial railway, as described in detail inthat act from the Bush-Cheney regime in Washington, has

now carried out a high-profile three-day state visit to China, the accompanying article, has been dormant for 20 years—a
symbol of the systemic decay of the Philippine economy.signing a series of breakthrough agreements. These agree-

ments, covering especially Chinese investments in Philippine China, unlike the United States, still holds to the former
American belief that generous state infrastructure aid toinfrastructure, oil development in the contentious Spratly Is-

lands region, and defense cooperation, are significant not only developing nations benefits both lender and recipient,
through enhanced productivity—even if the terms do notfor the region, but for the world.

However, faced with national bankruptcy, President Ar- provide assured profits to private investors. As President
Arroyo told CNN, the Chinese “provide us with the mostroyo has also opted to implement a set of vicious austerity

conditions on the nation, in a desperate effort to appease the generous financing terms for our major projects,” unlike the
onerous “unequal contracts” imposed by Enron and otherInternational Monetary Fund (IMF) and the Anglo-American

financial institutions, in order to pay an unpayable debt ser- pirates during the Ramos regime in the 1990s, which have
left the nation bankrupt. President Arroyo also reported thatvice, which payments will translate into the destruction of the

livelihood of even more millions of Philippine citizens. China is expected to invest in the subsequent phases of the
Northrail project, and in other infrastructure projects overPresident Arroyo’s visit to China is an effort to counter

Washington’s anger over her hubris in defying Cheney’s im- the coming years.
Equally dramatic was the decision to undertake the jointperial war policy, by turning to China to find alternatives

to her nation’s overwhelming economic dependence on the development of the oil and gas fields in the highly contentious
Spratly Islands in the South China Sea, which are subjectUnited States. But she must also recognize that the horrendous

economic crisis in her country, while brought on by the for- to multiple territorial claims by nations in the region. Sen.
Aquilino Pimentel, the head of the opposition in the Senate,eign looting facilitated by the former regime of Kissinger

asset, President Fidel Ramos, and her own adoption of similar joined President Arroyo on the China visit, and said after-
wards, “the best thing that can be said of the trip is that itpolicies in her Presidency to date, is not simply a domestic

issue, but a reflection of the ongoing collapse of the global started some concrete, modest steps to ease tensions in the
Spratlys.” He described the intention of the agreement as amonetary-financial system. Austerity measures will not solve

the problem, but will bring on more misery. Sovereign eco- “condominium development approach to the utilization of
resources that may be discovered in the islets . . . to avoidnomic policies, defying the “Washington consensus,” as she

has defied the Cheney war policy, while joining forces with resorting to force to settle the [territorial] dispute.” The agree-
ment calls for an initial “Joint Marine Seismic Undertaking”like-minded leaders around the world to demand a new world

monetary system, is the only path to avoid the “Argentina- to determine the potential for drilling in the region.
Perhaps the greatest concern that President Arroyo’s tripstyle” destruction planned for the Philippines today.

provoked in the backrooms of the neo-conservative enclaves
within the Bush Administration, is that China and the Philip-State Visit to China

The Sept. 1-3 visit to China by President Arroyo and her pines have agreed to significant defense cooperation. Begin-
ning with military exchanges, training assistance, and intelli-entourage, was planned long before the recent conflict with

the United States, for her to speak at the International Confer- gence information-sharing, the agreement will soon be further
developed in a visit by Philippine Defense Secretary Avelinoence of Asian Political Parties being held in China. But the

visit was upgraded into an official state visit, in the past weeks, Cruz to Beijing.
The two nations also determined to double their currentfollowing the crisis in U.S.-Philippine relations. Soon after

the crisis emerged, on Aug. 10, Philippine Sen. Miriam De- two-way trade to $20 billion. Trade relations were already
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Philippines President Gloria
Macapagal-Arroyo, shown here at
a meeting in Manila earlier this
Summer. Her Sept. 1-3 visit to
China resulted in breakthrough
agreements on infrastructure
projects and defense cooperation.
But her country still faces
bankruptcy, due to her
subservience to the austerity
conditionalities of the
International Monetary Fund.

expanding rapidly, from $5.26 billion in 2002 to $9.4 billion But here a paradox becomes apparent. While opening up
to the only viable means for solving the energy crisis—bilat-in 2003.
eral ties to oil producers, cooperation with China in develop-
ing oil resources, and reviving nuclear energy—President Ar-Nuclear Power and Austerity

Although nuclear power development was not on the royo has adopted for the short term an energy policy which is
unworkable, and in the long term self-destructive. Faced withagenda in Beijing (at least, not publicly), the Arroyo Adminis-

tration has announced a major shift of national policy in this both a power crisis and a national debt crisis, she has adopted
vicious austerity, increased energy prices to businesses andregard, which is crucial for the nation’s future. In addition to

the deserted Northrail line, there is a second symbol of decay consumers alike, restricted energy usage, and promoted
wasteful so-called “renewable” energy resources such asin the Philippines—the fully completed nuclear power facil-

ity, built by Westinghouse in the 1980s, which was deserted wind and solar. A solution to the energy problem requires
rapidly expanding energy usage in rebuilding the advancedafter the coup against President Ferdinand Marcos in 1986—

without generating even one watt of electricity—under the energy (and other) infrastructure for the future, just as the
only solution to the debt crisis is to implement a debt morato-guise of the irrational hysteria against the use of nuclear

power. (It is noteworthy that Westinghouse built two nuclear rium on the artificial and unjust portions of the foreign debt,
while new credits are directed toward reconstruction ratherpower plants for South Korea at the same time, which have

contributed to that nation’s dramatic economic development.) than debt service. Anything less would simply aggravate the
crisis.The Philippines is still paying $155,000 per day in debt ser-

vice on that deserted nuclear facility. The real state of the economic crisis was outlined by Er-
nesto Maceda, the former Philippines Ambassador to theHowever, on Aug. 18, Philippine Energy Secretary Vin-

cent Perez announced that “Nuclear power has been a compo- United States. He wrote on July 27 that President Arroyo, in
her State of the Union Speech, should have reported: “Thenent of countries that are energy independent—South Korea,

Japan, China, Taiwan, someday Vietnam. So it should always number of hungry people has soared to 43% or 36 million
Filipinos, up from 31%. . . . The unemployment rate is at abe an option.” The Arroyo Administration also hosted Iranian

Foreign Minister Kamal Kharrazi in late August, despite Bush record 13.7%. . . . Seventy percent of our revenues will be
used just to pay our foreign obligations. . . . There is a deterio-Administration efforts to paint Iran as a target for pre-emptive

war, because of its nuclear power development project. The ration of the educational system with the chronic shortage of
school rooms, teachers and books unsolved. . . . Governmentjoint Iran-Philippine communiqué even asserted “the need to

strengthen the nuclear non-proliferation regime, as well as health services cannot keep up with the needs of the popula-
tion. Doctors are leaving [and taking jobs] as nurses. TrainedIran’s right to use nuclear technology for peaceful purposes.”
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nurses are all applying to leave for foreign shores. . . . The act in solidarity with all “victims of the IMF and the financial
oligarchy.” It proposes a moratorium on foreign debts, topeso-dollar rate is at an all-time high. Prices of everything

are up, including meat, fish, vegetables, electricity, water, “allow time to rebuild and expand a productive physical econ-
omy,” and outlines a program to achieve the required physicalgasoline, toll rates and transportation fare.”

On Aug. 23, President Arroyo admitted the severity of the and social infrastructure development to reverse the current
decline into chaos.situation, by declaring a “financial crisis” in the Philippines

as a result of the huge and growing national debt. However,
the declaration followed the release of a scurrilous report by
a team of economists from the University of the Philippines
(UP), called “The Deepening Crisis: The Real Score on Defi- RailwayDiplomacy
cits and Public Debt,” which warns of state bankruptcy and
the “Argentina treatment” within two years. Although the In the Philippines
warning is viable, their solution is insane, following classic
IMF austerity demands, including the slashing of wages and by Gary L. Satre
government spending, raising taxes and fees, and retaining
the portion of national tax funds which are (by law) returned

Gary Satre, a longtime friend of EIR who lives in the Philip-to the local governments. The IMF-apologists from UP also
denounced the growing calls for a moratorium on the debt, pines, received a master’s degree from the University of the

Philippines after working as a U.S. Navy journalist. He writesdespite the fact that debt service could consume upwards of
70% of the federal budget next year. and speaks on railroad issues in the Philippines.

President Arroyo essentially adopted the proposals, al-
though she included hopeful calls for increased infrastructure When most Filipinos in their late teens or early 20s think of

trains, images of the light-rail transit system usually come toand new jobs—which will be impossible to achieve within
the confines of the austerity program. mind—if they live in Metro Manila. The first of those three

commuter lines made its appearance in 1981, after nearly aMore ominously, the “financial crisis” may be used to
justify presidential decrees, to impose policies which are cer- 40-year absence, after the destruction of the Manila metro rail

during World War II.tain to create social crisis. This includes the possible with-
holding of tax funds to local governments—a policy which Their parents, however, may recall long-distance trains

going to places like Dagupan in the north, and south to Le-was imposed on Argentina by the IMF, and which contributed
to intense civil strife between the regions and the central gov- gaspi. If they are from Panay Island, the sixth largest in the

archipelago, they may remember the line across that island.ernment. It also may include tax hikes, which are unlikely to
pass through the normally required Congressional approval Those memories are certainly fading, however, due to de-

cades of government neglect of the rail system.process. Such an “economic martial law” was imposed (with
a rubber stamp from the Congress) by former President Fidel Rail service today south from Manila to Legazpi is mar-

ginal; one train a day each way. The line north has not seenRamos, allowing him to establish energy contracts with his
cohorts among the foreign energy pirates, without any over- any trains on it for least the last 22 years! The latter is appar-

ently about to make a comeback, with substantial help fromsight—contracts which placed the entire risk on the Philip-
pines, forcing the nation to buy unneeded electricity at dollar the Chinese—support for the “NorthRail” project was the

first of five agreements signed during President Macapagal-rates, in deflated pesos, a process which has drained billions
out of the Philippines economy. An emergency reconstruc- Arroyo’s recent trip to Beijing (see accompanying article).

NorthRail, a subsidiary of the “Bases Conversion Develop-tion policy, rather than an emergency austerity program,
would not only win Congressional approval, but rally a suffer- ment Authority” (created to restructure the U.S. military bases

after the Philippines Senate refused to extend their contractsing people to a new national mission.
In that light, the League of Filipino Democrats (Katipunan in 1991), is about to restore and substantially increase the

capacity of the historic North Main Line, the route of theng Democratikong Pilipino) and the LaRouche Youth Move-
ment of the Philippines issued on Aug. 24 a “Call to Defend Manila-Dagupan railway. A supplier credit of $395.22 mil-

lion is being furnished by the China National Machinery andthe Filipino People,” which is being widely circulated in the
country. The call, in part, makes a request of the leaders of Equipment Corporation. This loan will be payable in 20 years,

at 3% interest, with a grace period of five years. “This is thethe nation “to exercise the mandate given to them to protect
the general welfare and to defend our right to exist as human first time China has given a 20-year concessionary loan to

a country,” Economic Planning Secretary Romulo L. Neribeings.” It calls on President Arroyo “to recognize that the
global financial system is presently collapsing, and to guard pointed out on Aug. 16th.

“The Manila-Dagupan railroad was the single most im-our people from all those who seek material gain through a
dehumanizing process,” and calls on the Filipino people to portant infrastructure [project] built in the Philippines during
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